How Do Clinicians Select Prosthetic Feet…continued from page 58
choose from three to six prosthetic feet, and 17 percent choose
from just three. Does that mean clinicians are overwhelmed
with the choices, or does it mean that the prosthetic foot product is becoming largely commoditized, or price-based? Are
clinicians receptive to new designs, or are they fairly rigid in
deciding from which feet to choose? Could it be that there are
just too many designs to remember and each practitioner can
only remember three to six?
A number of respondents indicated that quantitative
evidence-based data (EBD) influences their prosthetic foot
recommendation, but the survey did not ask what specific data
they use or would use because so little EBD is readily available
to the clinician.
Outdoor terrain appears to be the most significant reason
to pursue multi-axis feet, while indoor activities are rated
lower. This could imply, from the prosthetists’ perspective, that
household ambulators are not typically indicated for multi-axis
feet. However, if multi-axis feet are used for greater stability,
shouldn’t clinicians be concerned with changes in terrain in the
interior environment? Many falls can occur with changes in
walking surfaces such as carpeting, slopes, or stairs.
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When asked to choose their top four clinical selection criteria from a list of options, amputation level, stability, multicadence, and uneven terrain ranked higher than EBD; however,
those who choose EBD as a selection criteria ranked it as the
second most important factor. Why has the value of EBD not
permeated to the clinical selection process? Is there just too little of it, or is it not applicable to the decision-making process?
O&P clinicians seem to live by a number of highly subjective “rules of thumb” when evaluating feet, but International
Organization for Standards (ISO) testing takes into consideration the upper tier of choices because of its more rigorous standards using ISO 22675, which tests the entire rollover
of the foot. Does this show that we are looking for EBD but
haven’t found it?
It also appears that prosthetists tend to choose feet based
on past positive experience and smooth rollover, followed by
energy efficiency, patient perception, and predictable performance. This seems to indicate a degree of reluctance to try
new designs, which is consistent with the 2005 telephone interviews. It could also indicate that there is a degree of saturation
with the number of designs on the market.
Future prosthetic foot research should correct the experimental error of this survey with respect to the scoring and investigate prosthetic foot recommendations. It also seems important
to understand how receptive prosthetists are to using more foot
designs and what it is we hope those designs will do for our
patients. O&P EDGE
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